Development of a PCR/ligase detection reaction/nanogold-based universal array approach for the detection of low-abundant DNA point mutations.
The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of combining PCR and ligase detection reaction (LDR) with a novel nano-gold-based universal array for the detection of low abundance point mutations from fetal DNA in maternal plasma samples. The sequence with the target point mutation was first amplified by PCR and then used as a template for LDR in which the upstream specific primer contains a tag sequence at the 5'-end. After hybridization to the probes of a universal array containing anti-tag sequences, the ligated products were bound to streptavidin-labeled nano-gold particles and the hybridization signals were amplified by silver staining. The PCR/LDR/universal array was first tested for sensitivity with nano-gold-based detection, and then this system was applied to detect the low abundance specific mutation IVS2 654(C→T) of the β-globin gene in a model using maternal plasma samples. The nano-gold-based method unambiguously identified a single mutation at a sensitivity of 1:1000. This approach was applied to detect the paternally inherited IVS2 654(C→T) mutation from thirty maternal plasma samples. The results were consistent with those obtained by PCR/reverse dot blot of amniotic fluid cell DNA. The PCR/LDR/nano-gold-based universal array is able to detect low-abundance point mutations with high sensitivity.